We report the first absolute measurement of the branching fraction of Λ + c → Λe + νe. This measurement is based on 567 pb −1 of e + e − annihilation data produced at √ s = 4.599 GeV, which is just above the Λ + cΛ − c threshold. The data were collected with the BESIII detector at the BEPCII storage rings. The branching fraction is determined to be B(Λ + c → Λe + νe) = (3.63 ± 0.38(stat) ± 0.20(syst))%, representing a more than twofold improvement in precision upon previously published results. As the branching fraction for Λ + c → Λe + νe is the benchmark for those of other Λ + c semileptonic channels, our result provides a unique test of different theoretical models, which is the most stringent to date. SL decay rates. The Λ + c → Λe + ν e decay is dominated by the Cabibbo-favored transition c → sl + ν l , which occurs, to a good approximation, independently of the spin-zero spectator ud diquark. This leads to a simpler theoretical description and greater predictive power in modeling the SL decays of the charmed baryons than the case for mesons [1] . However, model development for semileptonic decays of charmed mesons is much more advanced because of the availability of experimental data with precision better than 5% [2] . An experimental study of Λ + c → Λe + ν e is therefore desirable in order to test different models in the charm baryon sector [3] .
Since the first observation of the Λ
annihilations at the Mark II experiment [4] in 1979, much theoretical effort has been applied towards the study of its SL decay properties. However, predictions of the branching fraction (BF) B(Λ + c → Λe + ν e ) in different theoretical models vary in a wide range from 1.4% to 9.2% [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , depending on the choice of various Λ + c wave function models and the nature of decay dynamics. In addition, theoretical calculations prove to be quite challenging for lattice quantum chromodynamics (LQCD) due to the complexity of form factors, which describes the hadronic part of the decay dynamics in Λ [19] of data accumulated at √ s = 4.599 GeV with the BESIII detector at the BEPCII collider. This is the largest Λ is reconstructed in a number of prolific decay channels. This will provide a clean and straightforward BF measurement without requiring knowledge of the total number of Λ + cΛ − c events produced. BESIII [20] is a cylindrical spectrometer, which is composed of a Helium-gas based main drift chamber (MDC), a plastic scintillator time-of-flight (TOF) system, a CsI (Tl) electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC), a superconducting solenoid providing a 1.0 T magnetic field and a muon counter. The charged particle momentum resolution is 0.5% at a transverse momentum of 1 GeV/c and the photon energy resolution is 2.5% at 1 GeV. Particle identification (PID) system combines the ionization energy loss (dE/dx) in MDC, the TOF and EMC information to identify particle types. More details about the design and performance of the detector are given in Ref. [20] .
A GEANT4-based [21] Monte Carlo (MC) simulation package, which includes the geometric description of the detector and the detector response, is used to determine the detection efficiency and to estimate the potential backgrounds. Signal MC samples of a Λ c baryon decaying only to Λeν e together with aΛ c decaying only to the studied tag modes are generated by the MC generator KKMC [22] using EVTGEN [23] , with initialstate radiation (ISR) effects [24] and final-state radiation effects [25] included. For the simulation of the decay Λ + c → Λe
+ ν e , we use the form factor predictions obtained using Heavy Quark Effective Theory and QCD sum rules of Ref. [13] . To study backgrounds, 'inclusive' MC samples consisting of Λ + cΛ − c events, D (s) production, ISR return to the charmonium(-like) ψ states at lower masses and continuum processes are generated. All decay modes of the Λ c , ψ and D (s) as specified in the Particle Data Group (PDG) [2] are simulated by the MC generator. The unknown decays of the ψ states are generated with LUNDCHARM [26] .
The technique for this analysis, which was first applied by the Mark III Collaboration [27] at SPEAR, relies on the purity and kinematics of the Λ + cΛ − c baryon pairs produced at √ s = 4.599 GeV. First, we select a data sample ofΛ 
Charged tracks are required to have polar angles within | cos θ| < 0.93, where θ is the polar angle of the charged track with respect to the beam direction. Their distances of closest approach to the interaction point (IP) are required to be less than 10 cm along the beam direction and less than 1 cm in the perpendicular plane. Tracks originating from K 0 S and Λ decays are not subjected to these distance requirements. To discriminate pions from kaons, the dE/dx and TOF information are used to obtain probabilities for the pion (L π ) and kaon (L K ) hy- 
Photon candidates are reconstructed from isolated clusters in the EMC in the regions | cos θ| ≤ 0.80 (barrel) and 0.86 ≤ | cos θ| ≤ 0.92 (end cap). The deposited energy of a neutral cluster is required to be larger than 25 (50) MeV in barrel (end cap) region, and the angle between the photon candidate and the nearest charged track must be larger than 10
• . To suppress electronic noise and energy deposits unrelated to the events, the difference between the EMC time and the event start time is required to be within (0, 700) ns. To reconstruct π 0 candidates, the invariant mass of the accepted photon pairs is required to be within (0.110, 0.155) GeV/c 2 . A kinematic fit is implemented to constrain the γγ invariant mass to the π 0 nominal mass [2] , and the χ 2 of the kinematic fit is required to be less than 20. The fitted momenta of the π 0 are used in the further analysis. To reconstruct K 0 S andΛ, a secondary vertex fit is applied, and the decay length is required to be larger than zero. The invariant masses M (π Table I .
The M BC distributions for the elevenΛ − c ST modes are shown in Fig. 1 . We perform unbinned maximum likelihood fits to the spectra, where we use the MC simulated signal shape convoluted with a double-Gaussian resolution function to represent the signal shape and an ARGUS function [28] to describe the background shape. The signal yield is estimated in the mass region (2.280, 2.296) GeV/c 2 . Peaking backgrounds are evaluated to be about 0.3%, according to MC simulations. These backgrounds are subtracted from the fitted number of the singly taggedΛ − c events. The numbers of backgroundsubtracted signal events are used as the ST yields, as listed in Table I . Finally, we obtain the total ST yield summed over all 11 modes to be N • cone about the positron momentum. As the neutrino is not detected, we employ the kinematic variable U miss = E miss − c| p miss | to obtain information on the neutrino, where E miss and p miss are the missing energy and momentum carried by the neutrino, respectively. They are calculated by + ν e candidates in data. Most of the events are located around the intersection of the Λ and Λe + ν e signal regions. Requiring M pπ − to be within the Λ signal region, we project the scatter plot onto the U miss axis, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The U miss distribution is fitted with a signal function f plus a polynomial function to describe the background. The signal function f [29] consists of a Gaussian function to model the core of the U miss distribution and two power law tails to account for the effects of initial and final state radiation:
(1) where t = (U miss − U mean )/σ Umiss , U mean and σ Umiss are the mean value and resolution of the Gaussian function, respectively,
2 /2 . The parameters α 1 , α 2 , n 1 and n 2 are fixed to the values obtained in the signal MC simulations. From the fit, we obtain the number of SL signals to be 109.4 ± 10.9.
The backgrounds in Λ + c → Λe + ν e arise mostly from misreconstructed SL decays with correctly reconstructed tags. There are two types of peaking backgrounds. The first comes from non-Λ SL decays, which are studied using data in the Λ sideband in Fig. 2 . We obtain the number of events of the first type of backgrounds to be 1.4 ± 0.8, after scaling to the Λ signal region. The second peaking background arises from Λ + ν e to be N semi = 103.5 ± 10.9, where the uncertainty is statistical.
The absolute BF for Λ + c → Λe + ν e is determined by The systematic error is mainly due to the uncertainty in the efficiency of Λ reconstruction (2.5%), which is studied with χ cJ → ΛΛπ + π − , and the simulation of the SL signal model (4.5%), estimated by changing the default parameterization of form factor function to other parameters in Refs. [13, 30] and by taking into account the q 2 dependence observed in data. Other relevant issues include the following uncertainties: the electron tracking (1.0%) and the electron PID (1.0%) which is studied with e + e − → (γ)e + e − , the fit to the U miss distribution (0.8%) estimated by using alternative signal shapes, the quoted BF for Λ → pπ − (0.8%), the MC statistics (0.8%), the background subtraction (0.5%), the NΛ− c (1.0%) evaluated by using alternative signal shapes in the fits to the M BC spectra. The total systematic error is estimated to be 5.6% by adding all these uncertainties in quadrature.
In summary, we report the first absolute measurement of the BF for Λ + c → Λe + ν e , B(Λ + c → Λe + ν e ) = (3.63 ± 0.38 ± 0.20)%, based on 567 pb −1 data taken at √ s = 4.599 GeV. This work improves the precision of the world average value more than twofold. As the theoretical predictions on this rate vary in a large range of 1.4 − 9.2% [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , our result thus provide a stringent test on these non-perturbative models. At a confidence level of 95%, this measurement disfavors the predictions in Refs. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
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